
Amity Institute of Aerospace Engineering

Alumni Guest Lecture-cum-Interactive Session: 2015-19 Batch

Date : 20 Sept 2018 Time : 03:30PM Venue : Block A-401

Agenda : Interactive Session on “Higher Studies Abroad: How to prepare and what to expect?”

Details of Topics of Lecture-cum-Interactive Session are as follows:

1. The session was chaired by Dr Sanjay Singh, HoD & conducted and Co-chaired by Ms. Ankur
Vats, Assistant Professor- AIAE

2. Mr Abhinav Dev, (AUUP Alumnae-Batch 2013-17), presently pursuing MS in Systems
Engineering at ISAE SUPAERO Toulouse, France and the recipient of “Charpak Scholarship”
by French Embassy delivered a GUEST / INTERACTIVE LECTURE on Higher studies outside
India.

3. The complete batch of AIAE 2015-19 attended the session, presenting / exhibiting immense
spirit to be a part of this Guest Lecture / Interactive Session

4. Mr Abhinav, interacted with students and guided them regarding adapted selection procedure
for Master’s abroad, as experienced by applicants, familiarizing them with the different
components of an Application such as Academic Grades, Research, Publications & Internship,
CV, Statement of Purpose, Letter of Recommendation etc. He emphasized on a strong SOP and
gave tips to make it crisper yet attractive,

5. He then made students familiar with the three exams; GRE, IELTS & TOEFL, which could be
useful to support an application to foreign universities. He communicated the ways to score good
in these tests.

He talked about the difference in education system in foreign universities and explained about
what a student should expect while deciding to go abroad for higher education. He talked about
“Profile Building” and how it is essential to be successful professionally. He further added on
his experiences, research in collaboration with Industry at ISAE France and entertained various
queries by the students.

6. He concluded the session by sharing his journey through photographs from B.Tech at AUUP
to MS in France, and still going on with experiences such as Industry visits, Laboratory Work etc.
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